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Abstract

In this research work we present a numerical method for two particles
problem. This numerical method is based on expansion over Legendre
wavelets. We solve two particles in box problem subject to small linear
interaction by this method and compare the results with perturbation
theory method. We can apply it for small and large interaction po-
tentials. We can develop this method for two one dimension(infinite
domain) and three dimensions(semi infinite domain) coupled harmonic
oscillators and hydrogen atoms like too.
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1 Introduction

The n body problem is one of the fundamental problems in physics and is es-
pecially important in both classical mechanics and quantum mechanics, orig-
inating in the study of celestial-body motions in the former and in the study
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of atomic and molecular physics in the latter. For examples, Kepler’s laws
of planets motions, Newton’s law of universal gravitation, solution of two
body problem in celestial mechanics, atomic model of Rutherford and Bohr,
Schrodinger’s equation and the solution of two body problem in quantum me-
chanics are some of important historical events in many body problem.
The simplest case of n body problem is two body problem and Mathemati-
cally, the fundamental equation of classical mechanics is the Newton’s equa-
tion, while that of quantum mechanics is the Schrodinger’s equation. The
spherical symmetry of two body systems enables us to obtain explicit solu-
tions of Newton’s and Schrodinger’s equations. In fact, the usual approaches
to the two body problem in classical and quantum mechanics start with the
replacement of the particle position vectors and momenta by the center of mass
variables[1, 2]. Although the two body problem seems solvable, but it is an
attractive problem for physicists for the new approaches. New approaches in
two body problem may be generalize to many n > 2 body problem. In this
research work we propose a new approaches in two body problem by Legendre
wavelets.

2 Schrodinger equation

The time independent Schrodinger equation in quantum mechanics is

Hu(x) = Eu(x) (1)

in which u(x) is wave function subject to < u(x) | u(x) >= 1, E is energy
state of particle and H is

H = − h̄2

2m

d2

dx2
+ V (x) (2)

This equation is equal to extremum the

< H >=
h̄2

2m

∫ 1

0
u′∗u′dx+

∫ 1

0
u∗V (x)udx + λ(

∫ 1

0
u∗udx− 1). (3)

Particle in box is one of the fundamental problem in quantum mechanics [3]
that defined as below,

V (x) =

{
0, 0 < x < 1;
∞, −∞ < x < 0, 1 < x <∞.

(4)

subject to the boundary conditions u(0) = u(1) = 0 and
∫ 1
0 u

∗udx = 1 .
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3 Legendre wavelets

The wavelet basis is constructed from a single function, called the mother
wavelet. These basis functions are called wavelets and they are orthogonal set.
In the other words, the function ψ(x) ∈ L2(R) is a mother wavelet and the
orthogonal set{ψn,m(x) = |a|n

2ψ(anx−mb) : m,n ∈ Z} in L2(R) is a wavelets
set.
The Legendre wavelets is constructed from Legendre function. The Legendre
functions defined over the interval [−1, 1]. The Legendre wavelets over the
interval [0,1] defined as:

ψn,m(x) =

{ √
m+ 1

2
2

k
2Pm(2kt− 2n+ 1), n−1

2k−1 ≤ t ≤ n
2k−1 ;

0, otherwise.
(5)

in which n = 1, 2, ..., 2k−1 and m = 0, 1, 2, ...,M − 1. In (5) Pm ’s are ordinary
Legendre functions of order m defined over the interval [-1,1]. The Legendre
wavelets and related operations are applied in variational problems [4, 5, 6].

4 Legendre wavelets and Schrodinger equation

The function u′(x) in L2(R) over [0, 1] can be expanded in term of Legendre
wavelets

u′(x) ∼=
2k−1∑
n=1

M−1∑
m=0

cn,mψn,m(x) (6)

and in matrix notation
u′(x) = CT · Ψ(x) (7)

in which C is coefficient matrix and Ψ(x) Legendre wavelets set matrix over
the [0, 1] and they are 2k−1M × 1 dimensions. Then we have

u(x) = CT · P · Ψ(x) + u(0). (8)

in which P is matrix integral with 2k−1M × 2k−1M dimensions [4].
We can rewrite the eq. (3) in matrix form

< H >=
h̄2

2m

∫ 1

0
CT ·Ψ(x) ·Ψ(x)T ·Cdx+

∫ 1

0
CT ·P ·Ψ(x) ·Ψ(x)T ·V ·P T ·Cdx

−λ1(
∫ 1

0
CT · P · Ψ(x) · Ψ(x)T · P T · Cdx− 1) + λ2(C

T · υ). (9)

or

< H >=
h̄2

2m
(CT ·C)+CT ·P ·V ·P T ·C−λ1(C

T ·P ·P T ·C−1)+λ2(C
T ·υ). (10)
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number n wavelet solution β exact solution β
1 9.86961 1π2

2 39.4786 4π2

3 88.8309 9π2

4 157.956 16π2

5 246.981 25π2

6 356.279 36π2

7 486.715 49π2

Table 1: Legendre wavelet solution and exact solution of particle in box for
k = 4 and M = 3.

We will extremum eq. (10) subject to the conditions

∂<H>
∂C

= h̄2

2m
2CT + 2CT · P · V · P T − 2λ1C

T · P · P T + λ2υ = 0.
∂<H>

∂λ1
= CT · P · P T · C − 1 = 0.
∂<H>

∂λ2
= CT · υ = 0.

(11)

in which υ =
∫ 1
0 Ψ(x)dx. The equations ∂<H>

∂C
= 0 and ∂<H>

∂λ2
= 0 are a set of

algebraic equation. If we rewrite them in matrix form, we have the matrix of
coefficients

A1 =

(
2I + 2P · V · P T − 2βP · P T υ

υT 0

)
(12)

where λ1 = h̄2

2m
β and I is a unit diagonal matrix. There are solution for set

algebraic equation provided that

DetA1 = 0. (13)

By solving this equation we will get energy state of particle. Table 1 shows
the result of this equation for one particle in box for k = 4 and M = 3.

5 Two particles problem and numerical model

5.1 Two particles problem

The time independent Schrodinger equation for one dimension two particles
problem is

Hu(x1, x2) = Eu(x1, x2). (14)
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in which u(x1, x2) is the wave function of particles subject to < u(x1, x2) |
u(x1, x2) >= 1 and H is the Hamiltonian of particles,

H = −
2∑

j=1

h̄2

2mj

d2

dx2
j

+ Vext(xj) + Vint(x1, x2). (15)

in which Vext is external interaction and Vint(x1, x2) is internal interaction
potential. The solution of eq. (14) is equal to extremum the quantity

< H >=
2∑

j=1

h̄2

2mj

∫ 1

0
∂xj

u∗∂xj
udx1dx2 +

∫ 1

0
u∗Vext(x1)udx1dx2

+
∫ 1

0
u∗Vext(x2)udx1dx2 +

∫ 1

0
u∗Vint(x1, x2)udx1dx2

+λ(
∫ 1

0
u∗udx1dx2 − 1). (16)

5.2 Numerical model

If there are no interaction between two particles, we can repeat the matrix of
coefficients as

A2 =

(
A1 O
O A1

)
(17)

in which A1 is defined in (12), O is null matrix and they are 2k−1M + 1 ×
2k−1M + 1 dimensions matrixes. We know that Det[A2] = (Det[A1])

2 and we
have two series energy state of one particle. If we have an interaction between
two particles, we construct the matrix of interaction as

V =

(
P.Vint.P

T o
oT 0

)
(18)

in which o is 2k−1M × 1 dimension null matrix and Vint is interaction matrix.
In finally

A2 =

(
A1 V
V A1

)
(19)

and in this case DetA2 = Det[A1 − V]Det[A1 + V] = 0, we have two series
energy state.

6 Example

Example 1: If we consider two particles in box such that there are a linear
internal interaction between them as V (x1 − x2) = 0.005|x1 − x2|.
Tables 2 and 3 shows the the results of this simulation method and perturbation
method.
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No. simu. m. β per. theo. β abs. diff. inter. potential
1 9.868399 9.868571 0.000172 −0.005|x1 − x2|
1 9.870899 9.870637 0.000262 +0.005|x1 − x2|
2 39.487851 39.476909 0.010942 −0.005|x1 − x2|
2 39.490351 39.479925 0.010426 +0.005|x1 − x2|
3 89.068490 88.824843 0.243647 −0.005|x1 − x2|
3 89.070990 88.828035 0.242955 +0.005|x1 − x2|

Table 2: The results of sim. and first order pertur. methods for k = 3, M = 3.

No. simu. m. β per. theo. β abs. diff. inter. potential
1 9.868355 9.868571 0.000216 −0.005|x1 − x2|
1 9.870855 9.870637 0.000218 +0.005|x1 − x2|
2 39.477347 39.476909 0.000438 −0.005|x1 − x2|
2 39.479847 39.479925 0.000078 +0.005|x1 − x2|
3 88.829652 88.824843 0.004809 −0.005|x1 − x2|
3 88.832152 88.828035 0.004117 +0.005|x1 − x2|

Table 3: The results of sim. and first order pertur. methods for k = 4, M = 3.

7 Conclusion

In this research work we present a numerical method for two particles prob-
lem. This method include any well posed interaction potential between two
particles. The results of this method for small interactions is according to
perturbation theory method and demonstrate the validity of this method. We
can develop it to three dimensions problems too.
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